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Abstract. Mechanical environment plays an important role in the growth of cells, tissues and organs, in the study of
mechanobiology and tissue engineering, and loading bioreactor acts as the basic platform. We developed a combined
multi-functional bioreactor based on linear motor, and studied on the loading performance of different modules and
loading methods. In the rolling / sliding loading module, in the effective distance for 50mm case, the bioreactor
frequency is 0.01Hz to 0.3Hz. Under tensile and compressive loading module, the minimum amplitude of the
bioreactor can reached 0.01mm while the frequency can reach 10Hz. Under the impact test module, in the effective
distance for 50mm case, acceleration a=54.16m/s2canbe realized. In the high acceleration cyclic loading module,
acceleration 8Gcan be realized. The combined multi-functional bioreactor provides conditions for the study related
mechanobiology and tissue engineering.

1 Introduction
At present, there is a big challenge to repair the defect of
human body tissue. Tissue engineering is an ideal method
for repairing the tissue defect. Tissue engineering need to
construct artificial tissue in vitro, and bioreactor plays a
crucial role in tissue engineering, They can be constructed
on the cell scaffold in a controllable mechanical
environment, even large-scale industrial production [1].
Bioreactor is one of the key technologies in tissue
engineering. the ability of accurately simulated tissue,
organ and cell mechanics environment is the focus of
attention, and each tissue type (such as skin, bone, blood
vessel, and cartilage) may require designing the different
bioreactor [2]. Therefore the design of special tissue
bioreactor should be based on comprehensive
understanding of the biological and engineering problems,
and typical engineering problems such as reliability,
reproducibility, scalability, and security should be
considered [3,4], a lot of bioreactor systems have been
developed and are expected to be high [4,5]. Cartilage
tissue engineering bioreactor mainly types includes
mechanical stirring bioreactor, perfusion - hydraulic type
bioreactor, rotating wall bioreactor, air lift bioreactor,
micro load type bioreactor and other bioreactor. Although
there are various bioreactors in colleges, universities and
research institutes, but linear motor driven bioreactor is
relatively rare at home and abroad. In addition, compared
to ball screw linear motor has the advantages of simple
structure, high precision, high speed and high acceleration
etc.

This paper conducted a deep study of the combined
multi-functional bioreactor based on linear motor.
Provided references for mechanical biology and tissue
engineering experiment, and determined the suitable
frequency, amplitude and maximum acceleration of the
bioreactor. According to the main modules of the loading
platform, study on the loading performance from the
following aspects.

2 Instruments
Combined multi-functional bioreactor not only can
realized rolling / sliding and combine rolling and sliding
loading, but also carry on high frequency / low frequency
and double frequency loading, see Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Combined multi-functional bioreactor.

The combined multi-functional bioreactor is divided
into two parts: the hardware system and the software
system. The hardware system includes the linear motors,
drivers, sensors, PMAC motion control card, clamp, base
and hood. The software system includes man-machine
interface program and motion program in PMAC motion
control card (Fig. 2).
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the linear motor life would also be affected. Trapezoid
motion curve because of the uniform motion stage, has a
protective effect for the motor, but the frequency is not
too high. In addition, for short stroke, linear motor is
recommended to use triangular velocity mode (no
uniform). The trapezoidal velocity model will be more
efficient for long stroke. So we use triangular of linear
motor mode for theoretical and experimental analysis (Fig.
5).

The parameters of main components: Effective
distance of the linear motor 50mm, continuous force is
38N, peak force is 111N. Resolution of grating ruler is 5
microns.

Figure 2. System diagram.

Figure 5. The triangle mode speed-time.
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of mover. So we can know the
frequency f =10.134Hz , the max frequency f =17.32Hz .
The experimental results are as follows:

Figure 3. Control principle diagram.

The combined multi-functional bioreactor control
process: Firstly, the computer send commands to the
PMAC motion control card. Secondly, the result of
compared input of computer and feedback of position
sensor as the input of drivers. Finally, compare the input
of drivers with feedback of speed sensor and the results of
compared drive motor to move so that achieve the
intended function in the experiment.

Amplitude 0.5mm Frequency 5Hz Amplitude 0.5mm Frequency 10Hz

Amplitude 1mm Frequency 5Hz

Amplitude 1mm Frequency 10Hz

3 Methods
3.1 Study on the tension and compression
loading module

Figure 6. The motion curves.
Note: the green curve stand for displacement-time. the red curve
is speed-time.
Amplitude 0.08mm Frequency 1Hz

Amplitude 0.07mm Frequency 1Hz

Amplitude 0.02mm Frequency 0.5Hz Amplitude 0.01mm Frequency 0.01Hz

Figure 4.The tension and compression loading module

Theory analysis: the linear motor motion model is
divided into triangular, trapezoidal and S type curve. S
type curve motion model of linear motor be influenced by
variable acceleration. It is bad for loading experiment, and

Figure 7. The motion curves
Note: the red is displacement-time curve.
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Analysis:experimental results are basically consistent t
o theoretical analysis results. The experiments (Fig. 6)
show that the frequency of the bioreactor can reach 10Hz .
With the increase of the frequency or the decrease of the
displacement, the motion characteristics of the system
will be unstable. The frequency of the system is inversely
proportional to the square root of the displacement. A
large number of experimental data statistics show that, the
system has better movement characteristics when the
amplitude are 80P m , 20P m , 10P m and the frequency are
1Hz , 0.5Hz , 0.01Hz (Fig. 7).

0.01Hz to 0.3Hz . The frequency of 0.3Hz to 0.6Hz ,
the system has accurate frequency, but the amplitude has
great error. When the frequency is larger than 0.6Hz , the
actual amplitude and the actual frequency have large
errors (Fig. 9).

3.3 Research on the high acceleration of cyclic
loading experiment
Theory analysis: the selection of linear motor includes
calculating the maximum force and continuous force. The
maximum force is determined by the mass of the moving
load and the maximum acceleration. Force = total mass *
acceleration + friction + external stress, because of the
small friction of linear motor, the experiment is carried
out under no load, so:
F =ma=0.925a=111N a=120m/s2 =12G

3.2 Research on the rolling and sliding pressure
module

Figure 8. The Rolling and sliding pressure module.

Figure 10. The programming interface and acceleration-time
curves
Note: the green curve stand for theoretical acceleration-time. the
red curve is actual acceleration-time.

In rolling and sliding loading test, the roller has larger
displacement than tension and compression loading, in
addition the effective stroke of the linear motor is 50mm ,
so the given amplitude is 50mm and 30mm , the
experimental results are as below:

The experimental results show that the theoretical
acceleration of PMAC program design is 10G while the
actual acceleration of the motor can reach about 8G , and
the actual motion curve and the theoretical curve change
rules are in agreement.

Amplitude 30mm Frequency 0.5Hz Amplitude 50mm Frequency 0.5Hz

3.4 Study on the impact test
Giving amplitude and frequency of linear motor, and
simulating impact test of linear motor. Test results are as
follow:

Amplitude 50mm Frequency 0.01Hz Amplitude 50mm Frequency 0.1Hz

Amplitude 50mm Frequency 0.6Hz Amplitude 50mm Frequency 10Hz

Figure 9. The motion curves.
Note: the green curve stand for displacement-time. the red curve
is speed-time.

Figure 11. The motion curves.
Note: the green curve stand for speed-time. the red curve is
displacement-time.

Analysis: In the same frequency, the larger the
amplitude, the better the performance of the bioreactor. In
the effective stroke 50mm , the system has the accurate
amplitude and frequency when the given frequency is

Experimental results: through analysis curve, we can
know impact acceleration and impact force of the
experimental platform are as follows:
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a 54.16m / s 2 F

ma 0.925 u 54.16 50.1N .

of high frequency, great acceleration and impact of
bioreactor, will also be more and more applied to the
development of other kinds of bioreactor.

4 Conclusion
Acknowledgements

1) In tension / compression loading module, experiments
results show that: With increasing frequency, the motion
characteristics of the system is more unstable. The
minimum amplitude of the combined multi-function
bioreactor loading platform can reach 0.01mm , the
frequency range is 0.01Hz to 10Hz . Theoretical
analysis shows that the frequency of the system is
inversely proportional to the square root of the
displacement.
2) Under the rolling and sliding loading module,
experimental results show that: The loading amplitude of
the experimental platform can reach 50mm . The
frequency range from 0.01Hz to 0.3Hz can guarantee
the accuracy of the actual amplitude and the actual
frequency.
3) Under cyclic loading module, maximum
acceleration of the experimental platform can reach 8G.
Actual motion curves and the theory of motion curve is
roughly consistent, indicating that programs and control
of the experimental platform are right. If you want to
achieve greater acceleration, you can choose a larger force
or longer distance of linear motor.
4) Under the impact test module, impact acceleration
and impact force of the experimental platform
are as follows:
a 54.16m / s 2 F ma 0.925 u 54.16 50.1N .
Because the linear motor has many advantages such as
high acceleration, high precision, simple structure and so
on. So the linear motor can be used for the development
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